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PRIME AE Group, Inc. (PRIME AE), a NewHold company, is pleased to announce that it has 
acquired Kentucky-based Integrated Engineering, now operating as a PRIME AE Company, a 40-
person engineering and survey firm focused on transportation, structures, water/wastewater, 
stormwater management, aviation, site development, and landscape architecture. 

“The addition of Integrated Engineering’s expertise and portfolio will expand PRIME AE’s client and 
employee focused project delivery into expanded markets and geographies,” said Kumar 
Buvanendaran, PRIME AE President and CEO. “Integrated Engineering brings a highly recognized 
professional staff, a respected industry reputation, and most importantly, shared values in their 
dedication to communities.” 

Integrated Engineering Project Portfolio 
Integrated Engineering brings 10 years of industry experience with work supporting many significant 
projects including: 

• I-65/KY 222 Interchange, Glendale, KY – Drainage analyses for approximately two miles of KY-
222.

• Cincinnati/Northern KY International Airport (CNKIA) – Surveyors for the resurfacing of a runway
and bus maintenance facility.

• Duncannon Lane Sanitary Sewer, Richmond, Kentucky – Planning and design of over 6,300
linear feet of sanitary sewer trunk line associated with a 253-acre mixed use development.

“We are thrilled about the opportunities this merger will create for our clients, as well as our 
employees and business partners. Together, Integrated Engineering and PRIME AE will be able to 
achieve rapid expansion while delivering the quality engineering that our clients have come to 
expect,” said Harsha Wijesiri, Integrated Engineering President. 

Strategy and Strength 
With a combined staff of over 435 professionals, PRIME AE and Integrated Engineering are 
developing a unified strategy that unites the combined strength of both firms to best fulfill the goals 
of our clients’ and of our employees, positively impacting the communities in which we live and work. 

“Our acquisition of Integrated Engineering represents an important strategic opportunity to offer 
engineering services in and around Kentucky,” said Kumar. “The acquisition also adds to our 
capacity and geographic presence allowing our firms to create a brighter future for our communities.” 

Link to original press release: 
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